
CAVEATS 

HG_Scoring instruction

 
Before getting into the instructions, I need to do the legal stuff.

 
This spreadsheet is designed to score one Highland Games throwing class. 

 
It contains switches

 

allowing it to be used for most rule sets.  It does not do decathlon scoring.  

 

NOTE: Switches

 

are cells that control the scoring and the output of the spreadsheet and usually 
have a yellow background with blue text.

  

USE AT YOUR OWN RISK:  This program/spreadsheet was written by Mosquito Byte Software, 
(a.k.a. Mark Mc Vey) AND ALL RIGHTS ARE RESERVED.

 

DISCLAIMER -

 

AGREEMENT 
Users of this spreadsheet must accept this disclaimer of warranty:  HG_Scoring_V#.xlsb

 

(where # 
is the version number) is supplied as is. The author disclaims all warranties, expressed or 
implied, including, without limitation, the warranties of merchantability and of fitness for any 
purpose. The author assumes no liability for damages, direct or consequential, which may result 
from the use or installation of HG_Scoring_V#.xlsb

 

THIS IS NOT FREE WARE 
This program/spreadsheet, HG_Scoring_V#.xlsb

 

(where # is the version number) or any of its 
subsequent versions

 

is NOT FREE WARE.  The use of this spreadsheet is free for any 501(c)3 
EDUCATIONAL organization (this covers almost every group that runs highland games)

 

and for 
athletic only events. 

 

Any organizations that qualify under 501 (C) 3 tax code for International Sporting Events 
needs express permission

 

from Mark J McVey to use this spreadsheet.   

ALL TABS ARE PASSWORD PROTECTED AS WELL AS THE VBA CODE 

 

This is my intellectual 
property rights and I have already seen some of my ideas ripped off.  I would not care if 
acknowledgement was given.  However, credit was

 

not given

 

by those who have stolen them.  I 
made this excel spreadsheet to help other events not to be exploited!!!!

 

This is why things are 
locked down verses earlier versions which are not password protected. 

 

This is NOT FREE WARE 

 

for-profit events need to pony up money

 

and express permission

 

must be given by Mark J McVey to use this spreadsheet.  So as you can guess, this program is 
not to be distributed for money.

 



PROBLEMS/COMMENTS

 
If you have any problems or comments regarding this program I will be try to assist and can be 
contacted via email: markjmcvey@yahoo.com

 
Abilities of this spreadsheet scoring program are:

  
CABERS:

 
Can Score up to four cabers

  
HEIGHT EVENTS:

 
Can score height events under either NASGA based or SHA/SAAA 

(a.k.a. written by Carlos Borges) based

 

rules as well as allowing some customizations.

 

o T&F passing (Borges) vs Passing on just initial heights

 

(NASGA).

  

SHA/SAAA Passes and Tie-breaking:

  

Passes are treated as a Made 
Attempt (user gets to code at which attempt

 

is assigned to a pass.  NOTE: 
SHA/SAAA uses the first attempt)

  

NASGA Passes and tie-breaking:

 

At a height involving a tie are not used 
in tie-breaking in that ties do not help or hurt.

  

Data Entry error checking

 

o Distance Events:

  

Inch measurement other than 1/4" is allowed but is flagged. 

  

Inch measurement must be less than 12.

  

Only integer feet are allowed. 

 

o Height Events:

  

Contestant's whose data that does not end with three misses in a row

 

are 
flagged as this can screw up scoring.

 

o Caber:

  

Only allows clock time entry in the turn field 

  

Only degrees between 5 and 90 are allowed in the partial turn field.

  

Cabers are only scored if the previous caber has been turned; In other 
words, scoring assumes the prior caber is a qualifier for the current 
caber. 

 

o Overall scoring integrity check:

  

Total points awarded, which are summed over all contestants,

 

must equal n*(n-
1)/2*number-of-events,

 

where n

 

is the number of contestants.  IF THIS DOES 
NOT OCCUR, the Event rank range's back ground will turn to a light red.  If this 
problem happens, it will not be easy to solve as it implies someone overrode the 
formulas or the program has a major flaw.  Basically you are screwed and should 
start over with a clean spreadsheet.  Contact me at markjmcvey@yahoo.com

  

o <DataCheck>

 

tab:

  

There is a button on this tab that will execute a macro that searches out throws 
that are unusually longer (higher) or

 

shorter (lower) than others in the flight.  A 
list of these throws is

 

generated for the score keeper

 

to review.  The user gets to 



define what is unusual and hopefully after several uses will have those values 
refined.

 
o <RecChk>

 
tab:

  
Although this tab is used to see if any records have fallen, it is a handy tool for 
checking data entry errors.  By reviewing the throws that break records, which 
should always be done, data entry errors can be found.  (See below for other 
uses of the <RecChk>

 

tab)

   

<Progression>

 

tab

  

this tab was created to help the AD create a report / write up of the 
competition to post on boards

 

or in Facebook groups.  It will total the points by the 
order in which the events were contested.  The results are presented both numerically 
and graphically. 

   

<RecChk>

 

Tab

 

-

 

This tab converts distance thrown to a percentage of a distances in a 
record sets. Record sets are user entered

 

on the <

 

RecordSets>

 

tab.  

 

<RecChk>

 

tab checks results against three record sets. This is recommended because:

  

o Any distance over 100% broke the record and that distance is flagged.

 

o OBJECTIVE ATHLETE OF THE DAY:

 

It standardizes the score to a percentage of a 
record set allowing the winners of each division to be objectively compared to 
each other in determine the athlete of the day

   

(Now who would steal this idea and not give credit?

 

Probably the same arse who 
thinks he can side judge a caber from the back position and challenges the side 
judge on each call!)

  



The Basics

 
Any cell with a yellow back ground and blue letters are data entry cells

 
Any cell with grey back ground and plain black text is something that should not be touched

 
Setup Tab 

GAMES Input Section   

The switches in this section do

 

not affect

 

the scoring

 

of the event.  They are

 

used for 
documentation purposes and appear in the various output reports.

  

Throwing Division:  the division being scored such as Men, Women's, A, Super A, 
Masters, .

  

Event Start Date:  This is the event

 

start date. 

  

End Date:

 

Leave this field blank or enter the same date for single day events; this only 
affects the verbiage on the certificate. 

  

Judge:  Judge's Name

  

Game:  Name of Games or Festival

  

Sanctioning Organization:

 

Only appears on the Front Certificate

 

and only when a value 
is entered.  When left empty, sanctioning organization will not appear on certificate.  
Obviously, this is used when there is a desire to have a

 

sanctioning organization name 
appear on the front of the certificate.   Examples:  SAAA or SHA or USAD

  

Athletics Director:  only appears in certificate

 

and throwers results.  If a comma(,), or 

the word and , or the ampersand symbol (&) appear in this field, the output will 
change slightly indicating more than one athletics director.   

  

Note: it should be athletics (plural) as we may not necessarily be athletic!

   



DISTANCE Events Setting Section  

 
Use Tie Breaking in Distant Events:  Enter Y for Yes, to use tie breaking; Enter N for No, 
to not break ties.  

  

Note:

 

Some games allow tie-breaking in distance events, where the throwers' other 
distance thrown are used to break the tie.  This is a common practice when giving 
meddles for individual events.

  

HEIGHT Events Settings  

Scoring Symbols Switches:

  

These are the only symbols that maybe entered in the height 
events scoring tabs.

   

Made Symbol:  This symbol indicate a Made

 

attempt

 

when entered in the score range 
of the height event.  When scoring, the symbol entered will automatically be capitalized.   

  

Some people use X for the make symbol, others use O, while others use M.   Choose the 
letter you are most comfortable with.  Some score

 

keepers

 

changes this based on what 
the judge uses.  

  

Note: See recommendation below.

    

Miss Symbol: This symbol indicates

 

a Miss

 

attempt

 

when entered in the score range of 
the height event.  When scoring, the symbol entered will automatically be capitalized.  

  

Some people use X for the miss symbol, others use O.  Choose the letter you are most 
comfortable with.  Some score

 

keepers

 

changes this based on what the judge uses.  

  



Note: See recommendation below

   
Pass Symbol: This symbol indicate a pass

 
attempt

 
when entered in the score range of 

the height event.  When scoring, the symbol entered will automatically be capitalized.  

  
Note: See recommendation below

 

Recommendations:  I suggest using a letters on the left side of the key board for the "MISS" 
and "MAKE" symbol since this allows the left

 

hand to enter the result and the right hand to 
navigate using the arrow keys.  I have been using C for making (clearing) and X for missing 
as they are adjacent keys on the keyboard. 

  

Pass Treatment Switches 

 

Where is Passing Allowed?

   

Code as 1

 

to use NASGA based Rules

 

where passes are only allowed on the initial 

heights. 

 

(In reality, this switch will allow Passing at any

 

time but the full height is passed 
not individual attempts) 

 

How the event is run determines whether passes are only 
allowed

 

in the beginning and/or later on.

   

Code as 0

 

to use Carlos Borges (SHA/SAAA) based rules

 

(Track and Field Passing 

where thrower can pass at any time, but three misses in a row means you're out)

   

How Are Passes Treated?    

Code as 1

 

for NASGA style tie-breaking

 

where "pass does not hurt or help the 

thrower" -

 

In other words, a height were a pass is made by a thrower involved in a tie 
cannot

 

be used to break that tie.

  

Code as 0

 

for Carlos Borges (SHA/SAAA) based rule's

 

tie-breaking, where a pass is

 

treated as if the height was cleared on the value entered in the Pass is Made on What 
Attempt?  cell.  For Borges/SHA/SAAA rules, the Pass is Made on What Attempt?  

needs to be 1.

   

Pass is Made on What Attempt?   
Enter the attempt which a pass will be treated as in tie-breaking.  SHA/SAAA rules treat 

it as if passed on the first attempt, so enter 1. 

  

Values of 1, 2, 3, and 4 are allowed.  Yes, a fictitious fourth try

 

is allowed, which puts the 
passer below those who made the effort and cleared the height

 

on either the 1st, 2nd, or 



3rd

 
attempts: See comments

 
for why:   

  
NOTE:

 
No matter what is entered, passes at the beginning of the contest will be treated as if 

the attempt was made on the first try, if a height is cleared.

  
Commentary 1:   

Yup, I am at it again!!!!! 

 

I agree with Carlos Borges that NASGA's tie breaking method 
can produces goofy results.  However, I am not sure if treating a pass as being made on 
the first attempt

 

is appropriate either.  This method rewards

 

the gamble over the effort.  

 

If 1

 

is coded for Pass is Made on What Attempt? , the spreadsheet is set up to use 

Borges based rules (SHA and SAAA). 

 

The passer is rewarded for the gamble (only if he 
clears the next height) but those who expended the effort are

 

punished.  

 

If 4

 

is coded for Pass is Made on What Attempt? , the scoring rewards those who 

expended the effort as they are put in front of those who have gambled and passed.

 

A compromise would be coding a 2, so those

 

who expend the effort and clear the height 

on the first try is put in front of the passers,

 

who in turn are treated the same as those 
who made it on the second attempt; and above those who clear it on the 3rdattempt.

 

In either case, this spreadsheet allows the AD to pick how passes are scored

 

rather than 
a set of rules made without discussion that discusses the pros and cons of the method. 
Perhaps I should not include this option.  However, it allows the AD to put a stamp on 
their games.

  

The sport does not have a sanctioning organization and rules are bent and 
changed by AD s (standing vs spinning, long weights for WOB spinners, measuring 
methods, sectors vs no sectors, normal vs winged trigs, Side judging vs Turn-No-turn 

caber judging,  )  IF non-standard rules

 

are used, the AD SHOULD 
announce the rule differences beforehand!

    



Caber Settings  

There is some variety on how to run and judge the caber event.  I tried to build flexibility in

 

the 
spreadsheet to score all known versions

 

of the rules.  Unfortunately, flexibility can adds 
complexity and perhaps confusion.  The following are the switches used to setup scoring:

  

No Caber Turn Symbol:

  

The symbol is used in caber scoring in the no turn

 

row.  It 
indicates

 

the thrower had a no turn on his/her

 

caber attempt. 

 

This is the only character 
allowed in this row.  The program will automatically capitalize the character entered

   

Maximum Number of Cabers

 

Used:  This value is ONE for the majority of events. 

 

This spreadsheet will score up to four

 

cabers.  

 

Why four

 

Cabers?

  

Some games have an elimination tournament as seen in open classes 
where they start with a C-caber and move on up

 

to an A-caber. 

 

Other games have a 
qualifier.  If the qualifier is not turned by an individual, they should be placed below 
those who turn the qualifier but not the competition caber 

 

Thus, two cabers are used.

 

NOTE 1:

 

Scores entered for cabers greater than the Maximum Number of Cabers 
Used

 

are ignored.  

 

NOTE 2:

 

This scoring spreadsheet s Guiding Principal

 

for cabers is that

 

Each Caber is 
a Qualifier for the next size up Caber

 

--

 

If more than one caber is used, the 
spreadsheet treats the prior caber as a qualifier for the current caber.  

 

o THUS, there must be a turn

 

on the current caber to

 

move to

 

the next caber, for 
the next caber to be scored!   

o if

 

a value is entered for the current caber without a turn on the prior caber, 
those results will be ignored as the thrower did not qualify for that caber.

   

Must Turn Caber to Score it:  This is where it gets a bit confusing as the scoring 
differences is subtle.  This switch impacts scoring ONLY when more than 1 caber is 
being used.

  



o Enter 1: 

 
The largest caber turned is the scoring caber.  If the largest caber 

attempted is not turned

 
by a thrower, it is NOT the scoring caber, the prior caber 

becomes the scoring caber.  

 
In this

 
case, the throwers attempts on the largest caber are ignored and the 

athlete is ranked on the results of the prior caber

 
(the scoring caber).

 

o Enter 0:  The largest caber attempted is the scoring caber (no matter whether it 

is turned or not).  Thus, the spreadsheet will use partial turns on the scoring 
caber (largest caber

 

attempted)

 

to rank the thrower. 

    

Independent Caber

 

on Tie Breaking:

 

This switch impacts scoring ONLY when 2 or more 
cabers are being used.

  

o Enter 1

 

for Independent Cabers:

  

An example would be the traditional Qualifier 

and Competition caber: the athlete is scored on the scoring caber (the second 
caber), independent of the qualifying

 

caber s results

 

(Note: some games

 

score 
the qualifier). 

   

Basically, if more than one caber is used, the thrower is only judged on the 
biggest caber he turned (or attempted)

 

and if he is in a tie, they do not use prior 
cabers to break that tie.

  

o Enter a 0

 

for Dependent Cabers:

 

the athlete is scored on the last caber he 
turned (or attempted) and if

 

there is a tie, the prior caber's results may be

 

used 
in tie-breaking when needed.

 

NOTE: If partial turns are scored, then this will have very little effect

 

as the chances for a 
tie is very-very small.  If

 

partial turns are not scored (no side judging), this switch could 
and probably will come into play.

 

Commentary 2:

 

TURN / NO TURN Two Caber Competition

 

is growing due to both poor side-judge 
training and the resulting lack of faith in side-judging.  In this type of competition, two or 
more cabers are used and only turns are scored. 

  

Each athlete gets 3 attempts on the first caber, which is a scoring qualifier.

 

A.

 

The sole purpose of the scoring qualifier is to replace side-judging as it is used to 
place those who did not turn the competition (scoring) caber

 

and those turns on 
the qualifier provides a

 

tie-breaking when needed on the competition caber.

  

B.

 

Those who do not turn the qualifier (first)

 

caber are tied for last place.

 



C.

 
Turning the first caber qualifies the athlete to turn the second caber.

 
Once the 

first caber is turned, an athlete can skip the remaining attempts on that caber 
(but risk losing out on tie-breakers).

 
D.

  
Each athlete who turned the first caber will be given three attempts on the 
second caber. 

 
I.

 
If the athlete cannot turn the second caber, he will be placed based on 
the turns of the first caber. 

 

II.

 

If the athlete can turn the second caber and is in a tie after the three 
rounds, the tie will be broken using the turns on the first caber. 

 

To score this style of caber competition with this spreadsheet:

 

o Must Turn Caber to Score it:  set this switch to 1

 

so that the competition 

(scoring)

 

caber is only scored if it is turned.

  

o Independent Caber on Tie Breaking:

  

Set this switch to 0

 

so that the final 

ranking is dependent on results of the qualifier  in other words the 
qualifier is used for tie breaking.  code the Independent 

 

o You can now just enter the turn scores.  I fyou enter partial turns, they will 
be ignored.  

 

Selection of Cabers for turn/no turn

 

contests:

  

Caber 1: This is not a standard easy qualifier;

 

it should be a tough caber.  I found that 
using a middle caber for the division works well, one where about 50-60% can turn it 
with only a few hitting 12:00's; rather than the full blown competition caber that 
only a few can turn.

   

Caber 2: Should be a caber that is at the top end of the division; a caber that just 1 
or 2 can turn and that is it.

   



Athletes Input Section  

It would be VERY VERY WISE to enter the athlete in the identical order that 
appears on the score sheets -

 

This will help avoid data entry errors!!!

  

Throwers Name:  The spreadsheet can score up to 20 throwers per flight.  The name has 
to be entered with a first and last; enter a single name things will blow up!!!

  

Exclude From Over All Competition Switch:  In many areas, an athlete must

 

make an 
attempt in all events.  If the athlete does not or if the athlete withdraws, the athlete 
must be removed from the scoring.

  

Rather than going through deleting the thrower s results in all events (a time consuming 
process on games day), this switch

 

was created

 

to remove the thrower from all rankings, 
without deleting their

 

results.  

 

Also, for various reasons, the AD may want to keep the marks for that

 

athlete.

  

This 
switch excludes the corresponding

 

athlete's results from being scored/ranked

 

in the

 

competition (as if he was not there).

 

o Enter 1

 

to exclude the athlete's scores from all ranking and from the totals.

 

o Enter 0

 

to include the athlete s scores.  This is the default setting.

 



NOTE: 

 
This feature allows entering more than one division into a single scoring 

spreadsheet

 
(example: Masters under 50 and Over 50); 

 
To score under these 

conditions, set one group to be excluded and the other will be scored (visa-versa).  
However, this can be a pain

 
and you are better off to use a separate spreadsheet.

   



Clear Data Section  

This section allows running of a macro 
that clears the data from the prior use 
of the spreadsheet. 

  

Enter 1 in the box to the right 
of the event (actually, it is the 
tab s

 

name

 

corresponding to 
that event) that the scores are 
to be cleared, then press the 
<Clear Data> button

  

Drop down list appears so that 
only proper names are 
entered.

  

The data type column is 
automatically populated with 
a lookup.

 

NOTE: When it is gone, it is 
gone.  NO UNDUE!   

Perhaps you should save before 
clearing (just in case)

  



<Total>

 
Tab 

Here are the guts of the

 
results

 
reporting

 
and controls on what events are to be scored.  

 
Note: there are upgrades from version 9.0

    

Row 6

  

Row 6 controls which events are contested/scored.  Enter a 1 to include an event in the 
total, a 0 to exclude an event. 

 

If an event is not contested and you do not do this, everybody will be tied for first place

 

(and last)

 

for an event that is not contested and the resulting total points will be inflated 
but the rank of throwers will not change.

 

OTHER USES 1:

 

Entering a zero in row 6 for an event will exclude the results from being 
generated on the certificate back (<CertBack> tab)

 

printing range.

 

OTHER USES 2:

 

This has been used to turn-on and off events to see how that event 
affected the order of finish

  

fun to play what-if!

 

Row 10

 

Row 10

 

controls the order of events 

 

in the ranking and best throws results tables on 
this page and also has an impact on the appearance of the certificate front and back as 
well as <Throwers Results> tab.  

 

A drop down list

 

is contained in each switch cell to make sure only correct values are 
loaded.

 

Row 11

 

Implement Weights

  

Some Games like the implement weights to appear on the 
certificates this spreadsheet generates.  If you do not want the weights to appear, 
delete any and all values in these switch cells.  

 



NOTE 1: Entering zero will just generate zero lbs in the certificates, so the user needs to 
empty the cells or put spaces in those cells.  

 
NOTE 2: This only appears on the certificate front and back. 

 
EVENT RANKING SECTION 
No data entry here --

 
just lists the rankings of each event and totals those Rankings to 

determine

 

who won.  

   

Event s Best Distance

 

This section shows contains the best results for

 

each athlete by event. The best throws 
include extra throws attempted.

    



<ThrowersResults>

 
Tab 

This tab contains a report of the results for an individual thrower.  The report contains a list of 
every throw the athlete made

 
rather than a summary or just his best throw

 
(as used in 

certificates).  Some Athletes like this format over the certificate format. 

   

As shown above, this can be printed with or with out a watermark using excel page setup features.

 

See 
the end of this document for how to inset a watermark.

   



Thrower Result s Print Macro

 
This tab contains a print macro.  This automates the printing of this report.

 
Additionally, the spinner button to the right of the thrower number

 
switch. Click on the spinner 

up and down to change the thrower s results being shown.  

  



<CertFront>

 
Tab 

This tab contains a certificate layout of a thrower s results.  There is a print macro

 
as well as a 

spinner to changes the athlete being shown in the certificate.  An example of a certificate using 
water mark follows:

  

Most of the time certificate fronts have watermarks.  See end of this document for how to inset 
a watermark.

 

The next

 

example of the certificate front does not have a watermark.  Also, this certificates 
shows the change in the certificate text when no sanctioning organization is entered in the 



Sanctioning Organization

 
Switch field of the <Setup> tab.  

  

As a review, when an end date is entered, the text of the certificate front changes to include 
both dates, as shown below.

    



<CertBack> Tab 
This tab contains the ranked best results for each thrower in each event scored.  This can be the 
back for <ThrowersResult>

 
tab and/or <CertFront>

 
tab.  

  

Events that are not contested are not shown. The following is an example of results of a nine 
event games when the events are contested in traditional order:

  

A watermark can be added to the back, but most of the time is not 

 

it does eat ink!

 



The certificate back is not automatically generated.  A macro needs to be run to generate the 
values.  To execute this macro, press the button 
Build Certificate Back

   



Distance Event Tabs 
All distance events use the same template.

  

If the judge s score sheets have

 

a name that does not appear in this spreadsheet --

 

go to the 
setup tab and add him/her.  This person is most likely a walk on.

  

Data Entry:  Enter the feet value, press <enter>

 

key and the cursor will move to the 
corresponding inches for that throw. 

  

Feet fields:

 

This field will only accept non-negative integers

 

.

  

Inches Fields:  This field will only take a value less than 12 but greater than or equal to 
zero.  You do not have to enter zero when there is no inches, the program will assume 
that value.

  

If inches contains a decimals or fractions

 

that 
is not a multiple of 1/4 (are not 0.00, 0.25, 0.5, 
0.75), the cell will turn red

 

indicating that the 
number will be accepted but should be 
reviewed as most games will only accept 
inches in multiple of ¼.

  

After entering the inches, press <enter> --

 

this will move the cursor to the next throw 
and you can continue entering.

 

When pressing enter on an athlete s third throw s inches, the cursor will move to the first 
throw of the next athlete.   

NOTE:

 

To enter the data for extra throws, you will need to manually move the cursor to the 
desired extra throw

 

field.

   



Height Event Tabs 
All height events use the same scoring template.

   

Step 1: Enter the heights thrown

 

in row 7 ---

 

> the height has to be entered in decimal 

feet.  DO NOT ENTER TEXT as the height will be treated as 0.

 

o Enter the first height in the first possible column, which is currently E. 

 

o For ease of entry, heights can be entered using a formula.  

 

o Weird heights:  If you have a record of 18' 3.75" and want to enter it but do not 
want to do

 

the math

 

to turn it into a decimal value, enter that value as a formula

 

into the height cell.  In

 

this case, the following formula would be entered

 

into the 

cell:   =18+3.75/12

   

Step 2:

 

Enter the results:

 

You may want to match the miss/make/pass

 

symbols with 
those used by the judge OR not.  The

 

miss/make/pass

 

symbols

 

are defined on the 
<setup>

 

tab

 

Data entry short cuts

 

(cool feature):

   

If the thrower made the height on the last attempt, you do not have to type all the 
symbols (the two misses followed by the make) --

 

just put the make symbol in the 
proper spot, and the program will fill in the rest.

    

If you make a data entry error for a given height, such as entering the height s result as 
being made on the 1st

 

attempt when it was the second, just put the make simple in the 
second position and the program will make the rest of the correction.

   

Put a pass symbol in any of the three possible slots and you

 

are

 

done as the program will 
move it into the first slot.

   

If you enter a miss in the third slot, the program will fill in the remaining misses below it.

 



YOU MUST END A CONTESTANT s LAST HEIGHT WITH THREE MISSES.  If you do not, an error 
message will appear.

    



<Caber>

 
Tab 

If the event

 
uses

 
a scoring qualifying caber, the spreadsheet can handle it!  In fact, the 

spreadsheet can handle up to 4 cabers per flight.

 
When multiple cabers are used, the scoring has one assumption: The athlete must have turned

 
the previous (smaller) caber to move to the next (bigger) caber --

 
thus, the previous (smaller) 

cabers are qualifier for the next (bigger)

 
cabers.

 

The lay out of the data entry for the caber looks like this:

  

For each athlete, there are 3 rows used to enter the results for each caber.  These rows are:

  

Row 1

 

-

 

Turned

 

-

 

if the thrower turned the caber enter the time in standard time format 
--

 

one-thirty is entered as 
1:30

   

Only time between 9:00 and 
12:00 and 12:00 and 3:00 
are allowed

   

A message will appear to 
help with data entry.

      



 
Row 2

 
-

 
Partial

 
-

 
If the thrower performed a partial turn, enter the angle as a number.

 
Only degrees between 5 and 90 are allowed.

  

If you enter a value that is not between 5 and 90 degrees, an error message will appear.

   

Row 3

 

-

 

No turn indicator --

 

the symbol 
indicating no turn must be entered.  This 
symbol is defined (entered)

 

in the setup tab.  
Only that symbol will be accepted!

  

If a symbol other than that value is entered, an 
error message will appear.

   

Data Entry Short Cuts

  

if you miss entered the values of an attempt, you do not have to 
clear out the mistake.  All you have to do is enter the correct value in the proper row, 
and the program will clear out the other values. 

  

Note:

 

Pressing enter moves the cursor to the next column (saves data entry time)

 

Above each caber

 

entry range is a data entry box that allow 
the score keeper

 

to enter the size of the caber being used. 

 

This shows up in the scoring reports.

  

This description will 

appear in some of the summary reports.

     



Switches and the Display

 
The Caber columns header change based on entry of switches.

   

Multiple Cabers:  For the caber data entry area(s) beyond the last 
caber contested, the header will display a message ONLY X 
CABERS . 

     

Must Turn Caber to be Scored:   

If 1

 

(YES) is entered, than you must turn the caber to score it, then 

the column header will be:  

  

If 0

 

(NO) is entered, than partial turns will be scored and the column 

header will be:

   

Independent Cabers on Tie Breaking?   

If 1

 

(YES) is entered, than tie breaking only uses the competition 

caber results (ignoring prior cabers).  The column header will

 

look 
like:  

  

If 0

 

(NO) is entered, than tie breaking will use the

 

turns on prior 

cabers to break the tie.  The column header will look like:

   



<DATACHECK>

 
Tab 

This tab provides a facility that checks for 
unusual throws which can be used to find 
outstanding performances as well as 
searching for data entry errors. 

 
A macro (automated code) is run that lists 
into cells all throws that are longer than

 

(above) an event's average by a given 
tolerance OR shorter than (below) the 
event's average by a given tolerance.

 

Note: The throw is compared to the 
average for the flight excluding the throw 
in question.

 

An example of the resulting report appears 
below.

      



<RecordSets> Tab

 
This tab does not exist in version 9.0.  

 
NOTE: 

 
This tab is protected without a password.  This is done so unintentional changes are not 

made.

 
Unprotect 
To unprotect the spreadsheet, click on the Unprotect Sheet

 

on the review ribbon.  You do not 
have to protect this sheet if you do not want to.  This is just a good practice

  

Records Data Entry 
Below is an example of datasets.      



Fields:

  
lookup Key

 
-

 
The lookup Key

 
is a function of Record Set

 
Column and Division

 
Column.  

These columns are driven by drop down list containing acceptable values. 

  
Record Set

 
-

 
This column is driven by drop down list containing acceptable values

 
(which 

are stored in the Record Set database 

 
see below). 

  
Division

 
-

 
This column is driven by drop down list containing acceptable values (which 

are stored in the Division database 

 

see below).

  

Date Checked

  

This is for documentation purposes; it allows the user to keep track of 
the last time the data has been updated.  

  

Event records 

 

Event records are entered in two cells: one for feet and one for inches.

 

Decimal Record Section 
Immediately to the right of the events is a section completely driven by formulas, which turns the values 
entered into decimal numbers.  These values are used in record checking. 

 

Print Record Section 
Immediately to the right of the Decimal Record Section

 

is

 

a section that converts the values entered into 
a printable format of feet and inches.  This is not yet used in this program.

 

Record Set and Division Databases  
Because of the many possible combinations of records, I have broken them down into the 
following categories:

  

Record Set

  

is a category of records such as: Field, Games, State, Amateur, 
Championship, Pro, North American, .. 

  

Divisions 

 

divisions are sub categories of the record set such as: Men, Women, 
Lightweight, Masters, M40-44, ..

 

Record Set values are stored in the record set database (excel named range DBrecordset) and 
Division values are stored in division database (excel named range DBdivision).

  

These databases are located immediately underneath the records database. See below.  

 



 

Because this tab is user maintained and is not locked down, some Excel basics are needed.

  

If values currently in these ranges are not applicable to your event, you can erase them by just 
selecting the cell and pressing delete. 

 

o  Another method is to delete that cell (NOT THE ROW).  To 
do this, select the cell and right click with a mouse.  This 
will cause a mouse menu to appear 

 

move the pointer to 
Delete

 

. and click.  

  

This will trigger this popup -window, select Shift Cells 
Up

 

and click the OK button.  The cell will be removed and 

all cells underneath it will be moved up.

  



 
If there are no longer empty spaces to enter new values above the line that states Insert cells 
above this one , you will need to insert a CELL (not a row)

 
o To insert a cell, select a cell above the Insert cells above this one  cell, right click with 

the mouse.  This will cause a mouse menu to appear 

 
move the pointer to Insert

  
. 

and click.  

  
Select Shift Cells down option and click OK button

     



<RecChk> Tab

 
This tab has been updated from version 9.0.

 
This tab provides a facility that compares the throwers

 
results to a record set.  It converts the 

distance/height thrown to a percentage of up to three record sets.  

 
STEP 1:

 
The first step is to select the events that will be included in the comparison to records.  

Unless there is a reason, I would suggest to enter the events in the traditional order: 1. 
Braemar, Open Stone, HWFD, LWFD, Heavy Hammer, Light Hammer, Caber, Sheaf, WOB.

 

The events are selected in the switch cell in row 4. These cells contain a drop down list that 
contains only allowed values. 

 

The results of this step will

 

load the best distance thrown from the <Totals> tab.  

 

STEP 2: Select the Record Set.  

 

I recommend using field records in the first comparison as these records are less know and will 
serve as a better data entry tests as it is comparing results to those of the contestant s peers 
who came before them at the event. 

 

The yellow background Blue text cell directly underneath Athlete header contains a drop 
down list of all the available record sets.  I the below example, IIF-Women

 

is selected and this 
record set contains the field record for Iowa Irish Fest s women s division.

  



Below is a sample comparison which compares the women s division s results to Iowa Irish 
Fest s Women s records the Quad-Cities Games Men s Open Field record set.

    

PURPOSE 1:  More than anything, it is a way for the score keeper

 

to check if any records 
were broken.  Any event s value greater than 100% of the record is flagged with a

 

blue 
background and red letters

 

making it very easy to spot. In this case, four throwers 
surpassed the field record in three events. 

 

Note 1:

 

Field records are usually more attainable and are set by the peers that through 
at this event in the past.  Thus, the records are more relevant and should uncover data 
entry errors better.  

 

Note 2:

 

Field records are less known by the throwers.

 

Note 3:  I believe that field records are the only meaningful record as they are thrown 
on the same field using the same equipment and under fairly consistent rules/judging)

 

Why this feature?

  

o RECOGNITION:

 

If this facility is used, this allows the thrower to be recognized by 
his peers when presenting the awards.

 

o HYPE THE CROWD:

 

if check throughout the day, the announcer can use the fact 
that a field record has

 

fell to hype the crowd. 

 



 
PURPOSE 2:  Athlete of the Day is a hard thing to award, using this facility will help 
award it more objectively because:

 
o This facility can standardizes the throws made allowing comparisons across 

divisions: (this idea was stolen by a son-of-B and is why I am locking things done 
and restricting authorized free use).

 
o If women are compared to women records, men to men's records, LWs to LW 

Records, the best overall % is then the athlete of the day as they performed best 
when compared to their records. 

  

In the above example, the best thrower average of the record set is 95.9% of the record 
set.  If the largest percentage in other divisions is less than this value, than a strong case 
can be made to award the athlete of the day to this women.  

 

Note 1: NASGA Style Total generates a value similar to those used by NASGA.  However, 
the percentage of the record set has an intuitive interpretation whereas NASGA style 
points do not.

 

Note 2: Rank is the rank based on the average % of the record set.

 

Note 3: Change In Rank column is the change in the rank using % of Record from using 
points (from <Totals> tab)

 

This facility can be viewed as

 

simplified decathlon scoring system or a modification of NASGA's 
point scale.  

 



NOTE 4: Record Set 1's values appear on Thrower's results printout.  So use a meaningful 
record set here.  I recommend and use Field Records

  
NOTE 5:

 
Any throw that generates a percentage over 100% will be flagged by conditional 

formatting as this implies a record has been broken

   



<Progression
As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 
would be nice to review how the compet

ROW 5: Event Order

Row 5 contains 
contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the mo
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

An example of the event 
selection appears to the 
right.

  

When the events are entered in 
point total 

Progression>

 
TAB

As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 
would be nice to review how the compet

ROW 5: Event Order

 
Row 5 contains event switches
contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the mo
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

An example of the event 
selection appears to the 

When the events are entered in 
point total in a table 

TAB

 
As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 
would be nice to review how the compet

 
event switches, which contains a drop down list of events that can be 

contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the mo
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

An example of the event 
selection appears to the 

When the events are entered in 
in a table as well as graph th

As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 
would be nice to review how the competition 

, which contains a drop down list of events that can be 
contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the mo
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

order

 

of

 

being contested, this tab 
as well as graph those results. 

As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 
ition unfolded.  

, which contains a drop down list of events that can be 
contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the mo
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

being contested, this tab 
ose results. 

 
As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 

  This tab provides a tool to do just that.

, which contains a drop down list of events that can be 
contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the mo
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

being contested, this tab will generate the running 

As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 
This tab provides a tool to do just that.

, which contains a drop down list of events that can be 
contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the mo
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

will generate the running 

As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 
This tab provides a tool to do just that.

, which contains a drop down list of events that can be 
contested.  Select the events as they were contested starting with the first event in the most 
left cell, and work your way across left to right with events as they were contested. 

 

will generate the running 

   
As an AD, you cannot witness everything that happens on the day of the event.  Sometimes it 

This tab provides a tool to do just that.

 

st 

will generate the running 

   



<NASGA>

 
Tab 

NASGA has a downloadable excel file that a user can enter the results

 
off-line .  When done, 

the user can upload this information into NASGA.  This is done by saving the excel file into a 
Comma Separated Values (CSV)

 
file format.

 
The NASGA tab of this spreadsheet should do the same, but when saving as CSV format, NASGA 
does not take the results.  This is probably due to the new version of Excel.  

 

All is not lost, copy the info from the <NASGA>

 

tab and paste values into NASGA's downloaded 
excel file (XLS).  Once this is done, save to CSV from this spreadsheet and NASGA will accept this 
file. 

 

Once imported into NASGA, you may need to remove ties in the caber field as NASGA does not 
like ties in this field.  

 

See the end of this document for more information.

   



ENTER DATA INTO NASGA OFFLINE 
Once logged into the database, select Add/Update Results off-line from database main screen.

  

This will load a new webpage, from this webpage click on the here

 

hot link to download 

nasgaresults.xls

    



I would suggest saving it in the 
directory with the scoring 
spreadsheets

 
are stored.

         

Opening nasgaresults.xls, the spreadsheet looks like below:

  

This is almost identical to the scoring spreadsheets NASGA tab 

 



 

Copy the scoring results from the scoring spreadsheet s NASGA tab.  Paste the values

 

to the 

nasgaresults.xls

 

spreadsheet.

 

Fill in the stone weights, caber size and sheaf weight (if you want, but not required).  The 
nasgaresults.xls

 

spreadsheet has instructions.  Basically, you save it as a comma separated 
value (CSV) file.  I use the division, so the A flight s results are saved as A.CSV.

 

Go back to nasga

 

database page and 
press the hot link for 
Add/Update Results 
off-line

 

to launch

 

this 
webpage

  

First browse and select 
the desired CSV

 

(in 
this case it s a.CSV), 
then click the upload 
file

   



This leads to :

 

Press the Continue button, which will lead to:

  

Select the game and the division, and the data is uploaded!

 



WATERMARKS in Excel 
I can go through how to do this but I suggest going to youtube and search Watermark in 
Excel .  You will find several videos that will walk you through this.

  


